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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to communication
technology between a plurality of medical devices and a
medical control apparatus for controlling these medical
devices.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Recently, an endoscope operation and an en-
doscope diagnosis are performed using an endoscope
operation system provided with a plurality of medical de-
vices. An endoscope operation system includes a plural-
ity of medical devices such as an endoscope device, a
light source device, an electrical surgical device, a touch
panel, a monitor, etc. and a system controller for centrally
controlling the medical devices. The system controller
can display a setting screen for control item of a medical
device to be controlled and an operation mode on a touch
panel or a display device of a monitor. The setting screen
displayed on the display device is loaded with a graphical
user interface (hereinafter referred to simply as a GUI)
operated with a pointer etc, and is designed for easy op-
eration for a user.
[0003] The Japanese Published Patent Application
No. 2003-190181 discloses a controller capable of re-
ceiving icon data (image data) and data for an operation
screen from a medical device and displaying a GUI op-
eration screen.
[0004] In the Japanese Published Patent Application
No. 2003-190181, image data is stored in the memory
of a medical device, and transmitted to the controller
when the electric supply is turned on. Since an operation
screen is generated from image data, flexible design can
be prepared, and a comprehensible operation screen can
be generated to shorten the operating time.
[0005] US 5,871,439 discloses an endoscope system
having an exchangeable endoscope device for output-
ting an image data and a video processing device. The
endoscope device is provided with a memory for storing
data related to an endoscope type. The video processing
device reads the data related to the endoscope type and
transmits the data to a peripheral device. The video
processing device has a display and is capable of dis-
playing an image on the display in accordance with a
selected one of a plurality of magnification ratios. The
selected magnification ratio is also transmitted to the pe-
ripheral device.
[0006] WO 2006/039267 A2 discloses a multi-func-
tional endoscopic system for use in electrosurgical ap-
plications that includes an imaging endoscope that may
be used in combination with various electrosurgical de-
vices, all of which are sufficiently inexpensive to manu-
facture, such that the endoscope and electrosurgical de-
vices are considered to single use, disposable items. The
multi-functional endoscopic system of the present inven-

tion is suitable for the use with a variety of common elec-
trosurgical devices that require electrical/electronic sup-
port in order to function. The electrical/electronic support
for these electrosurgical devices is integrated with the
operator console of the imaging endoscope of the multi-
functional endoscopic system. Further, an imaging en-
doscope may be provided that integrates or combines
the functions of both an imaging endoscope and an elec-
trosurgical device, which can be controlled by a single
handheld controller.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] The medical control system and the medical
control apparatus of the present invention are defined in
claims 1 and 2.
[0008] With the configuration, an embodiment of the
medical device includes:

a GUI setting information storage unit for storing GUI
setting information as setting information relating to
the design of a GUI screen configuring a graphical
user interface (GUI) for controlling the medical de-
vice;
a GUI setting information transmission unit for trans-
mitting the GUI setting information to the medical
control apparatus, and
the medical control apparatus includes:

a GUI generation unit for generating a GUI
screen image according to the transmitted GUI
setting information; and
an output unit for outputting the generated GUI
screen image to the display operation device.

[0009] An embodiment of the medical control appara-
tus according to the present invention includes:

a reception unit for receiving GUI setting information
transmitted from a medical device as setting infor-
mation relating to a design of a GUI screen config-
uring a graphical user interface (GUI) for controlling
the medical device;
a GUI generation unit for generating a GUI screen
image according to the GUI setting information;
an output unit for outputting the generated GUI
screen image to the display operation device.

[0010] An embodiment of medical control system ac-
cording to the present invention includes:

a medical device; a medical control apparatus for
controlling the medical device; and a display opera-
tion device for controlling the medical device. With
the configuration, the medical device includes:

a GUI image data storage unit for storing graph-
ical user interface (GUI) image data to be dis-
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played on the display operation device, and
identification information for identification of the
GUI image data; and

a transmission unit for transmitting the identifi-
cation information. With the configuration, the
medical control apparatus includes:

a GUI image data identification storage unit
for storing the identification information and
GUI image data corresponding to the iden-
tification information;
a determination unit for determining wheth-
er or not identification information matching
the identification information transmitted
from the medical device is stored in the GUI
image data identification storage unit;
a GUI generation unit for generating a GUI
image based on the GUI image data corre-
sponding to the identification information
when it is determined that the identification
information matching the received identifi-
cation information is stored in the GUI image
data identification storage unit; and
an output unit for outputting the generated
GUI image to the display operation device.

[0011] An embodiment of the medical control appara-
tus according to the present invention includes:

a GUI image data identification storage unit for stor-
ing graphical user interface (GUI) image data and
identification information for identification of the GUI
image data;
a determination unit for receiving identification infor-
mation transmitted from a medical device, and de-
termining whether or not identification information
matching the identification information is stored in
the GUI image data identification storage unit;
a GUI generation unit for generating a GUI image
based on the GUI image data corresponding to the
identification information when it is determined that
identification information matching the received
identification information is stored in the GUI image
data identification storage unit; and
output unit for outputting the generated GUI image
to the display operation device.

[0012] The medical control system according to the
present invention includes a medical device, a medical
control apparatus for controlling the medical device, and
a display operation device for controlling the medical de-
vice. With the configuration, the medical device includes:

a storage unit for storing first GUI screen data relating
to a predetermined function among GUI image data
configuring a graphical user interface (GUI) for con-
trolling the medical device, and second GUI screen

data as GUI screen data other than the first GUI
screen data;
a transmission unit for sequentially transmitting the
first GUI screen data and the second GUI screen
data, and the medical control apparatus includes:

a reception unit for sequentially receiving the
first GUI screen data and the second GUI screen
data;
a GUI generation unit for generating GUI screen
image based on the received GUI screen data;
and
an output unit for outputting the GUI screen im-
age to the display operation unit, and
after completely receiving the first GUI screen
data, the GUI generation unit generates the first
GUI screen image based on the first GUI screen
data, displays the image on the display opera-
tion unit, and after completely receiving the sec-
ond GUI screen data, the second GUI screen
image is generated based on the first GUI
screen data and the second GUI screen data,
and displayed on the display operation unit.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1 shows image data configuring the conven-
tional operation screen;
FIG. 2 shows the entire configuration of the endo-
scope operation system according to the first through
third embodiments;
FIG. 3 shows the outline of the internal configuration
of a system controller 114 according to the first
through third embodiments;
FIG. 4A shows an example of an operation screen
image data 401 according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 4B shows a parameter for drawing a back-
ground image data 402 according to the first embod-
iment;
FIG. 4C shows a parameter for drawing a set value
display area image data 403 according to the first
embodiment;
FIG. 4D shows a parameter for drawing an operation
button image data 404 according to the first embod-
iment;
FIG. 5 is an explanatory view of transmitting GUI
screen parameter information from a medical device
to a controller 301 according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 6A is a flowchart (1) of structuring a GUI from
GUI screen parameter information according to the
first embodiment;
FIG. 6B is a flowchart (2) of structuring a GUI from
GUI screen parameter information according to the
first embodiment;
FIG. 7 shows an example of a GUI screen data iden-
tification table 500 according to the second embod-
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iment;
FIG. 8A is an explanatory view of transmitting GUI
screen parameter information to a controller 301
from a medical device according to the second em-
bodiment;
FIG. 8B is an explanatory view of transmitting GUI
screen parameter information to a controller 301
from a medical device according to the second em-
bodiment;
FIG. 8C is an explanatory view of transmitting GUI
screen parameter information to a controller 301
from a medical device according to the second em-
bodiment;
FIG. 9 is an operation flowchart of the controller and
the medical device according to the second embod-
iment;
FIG. 10 is an explanatory view showing the flowchart
of displaying GUI screen data transmitted from the
conventional medical device to the controller on the
display unit;
FIG. 11 is an explanatory view showing a flowchart
of displaying GUI screen data transmitted from the
medical device according to the third embodiment
to the controller on the display unit; and
FIG. 12 is an operation flowchart of the controller
and the medical device according to the third em-
bodiment.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0014] FIG. 1 shows image data configuring the con-
ventional operation screen. Conventionally, when an op-
eration screen image 2 is displayed in the display area
of an operation panel 1, -four kinds of image data (bit
map file), that is, background image data 3, set value
display area image data 4, and two pieces of operation
button image data 5, are required.
[0015] However, since these pieces of image data are
large in volume, it takes a long communication time when
a medical device transmits data to a controller. In addi-
tion, when a plurality of medical devices are simultane-
ously powered up, it takes long time for communication
and processing because the controller has to receive and
process plural pieces of data transmitted from the med-
ical devices. Therefore, during the time, the controller
cannot control the medical devices, thereby interfering
with the smooth progress of the operation. In an endo-
scopic surgery, since it is common that the power sup-
plies of medical devices are collectively turned on by a
central power supply, the above phenomenon can easily
occur.
[0016] Then, according to the embodiments of the
present invention, when a screen to control a medical
device is displayed on the display operation screen, im-
age data corresponding to the screen is transmitted. At
this time, the communication load between the controller
and the medical device is reduced in the following med-
ical control system.

[0017] FIG. 2, shows the entire configuration of the en-
doscopic operation system according to an embodiment
of the present invention. An endoscopic operation system
101 is provided on both sides of a bed 144 of a patient
145 a first endoscope operation system 102, a second
endoscopic operation system 103, and an operator’s
wireless remote controller 143.
[0018] In the endoscopic operation systems 102 and
103, a plurality of endoscope medical devices for per-
forming an observation, inspection, process, record, etc.
are loaded into a first trolley 120 and a second trolley
139. A movable stand is loaded with an endoscope dis-
play panel 140.
[0019] The first trolley 120 includes an endoscope dis-
play panel 111, a central display panel 112, a central
operation panel device 113, a system controller 114, a
recorder 115, a video processor 116, an endoscope light
source device 117, an insufflation device 118, and an
electrical surgical device 119.
[0020] The central operation panel device 113 is ar-
ranged in an unsterilized area, and nurses etc. centrally
perform operations of medical devices. A mouse, a touch
panel, etc. not shown in the attached drawings can be
provided for the device. Using the central operation panel
device 113, a medical device can be centrally managed,
controlled, and operated.
[0021] Each medical device is connected to the system
controller 114 through a communication cable such as a
serial interface cable etc. not shown in the attached draw-
ings to perform bi-directional communications with a sys-
tem controller.
[0022] Additionally, a head set type mike 142 can be
connected to the system controller 114. The system con-
troller 114 recognizes the voice input from the head set
type mike 142, and can control each device by the voice
of an operator. Furthermore, a speaker 148 can be con-
nected to the system controller 114.
[0023] The endoscope light source device 117 is con-
nected to a first endoscope 146 through a light guide
cable for transmitting illumination light. When the illumi-
nation light of the endoscope light source device 117 is
supplied to the light guide of the first endoscope 146, it
illuminates the affected part etc. in the belly of the patient
145 into which the insertion part of the first endoscope
146 is needled.
[0024] The optical image data captured by the camera
head of the first endoscope 146 is transmitted to the video
processor 116 through the camera cable. The optical im-
age data is signal-processed in the signal processing cir-
cuit in the video processor 116, thereby generating a vid-
eo signal.
[0025] The insufflation unit 118 provides CO2 gas from
a gas cylinder 121 into the belly of the patient 145.
[0026] The second trolley 139 is loaded with an endo-
scope display panel 131, a central display panel 132, a
expansion unit 133, a recorder 134, a video processor
135, an endoscope light source device 136, and the other
medical devices 137 and 138 (for example, an ultrasonic
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processing device, a lithotripsy device, a pump, a shaver,
etc.). Each device is connected to the expansion unit 133
via a cable not shown in the attached drawings for ena-
bling bi-directional communications. The system control-
ler 114 is connected to the expansion unit 133 by a ex-
pansion cable 141.
[0027] The endoscope light source device 136 is con-
nected to a second endoscope 147 through a light guide
cable for transmitting illumination light. The illumination
light of the endoscope light source device 136 is supplied
to the light guide of the second endoscope 147. Then, it
illuminates the affected part etc. in the belly of the patient
145 into which the insertion part of the second endoscope
147 is needled.
[0028] The optical image data captured by the camera
head of the second endoscope 147 is transmitted to the
video processor 135 through a camera cable. The optical
image data is signal-processed by the signal processing
circuit in the video processor 135, thereby generating a
video signal. Then the video signal is output to the en-
doscope display panel 131, and an endoscope image of
an affected part etc. is displayed on the endoscope dis-
play panel 131.
[0029] The system controller 114 can also be control-
led by the operator’s wireless remote controller 143 with
which an operator performs the operation of the device
from a sterilized area. In addition, the first trolley 120 and
the second trolley 139 can be loaded with other devices
(for example, a printer, an ultrasonic observation device,
etc.).
[0030] FIG. 3 shows the outline of the internal config-
urations of the system controller 114 and a medical de-
vice according to the present embodiment. The display
panel devices 111 and 112, the central operation panel
device 113, and the medical devices 302 (the recorder
115, the video processor 116, the endoscope light source
device 117, the insufflation device 118, the electrical sur-
gical device 119, etc.) are connected to the system con-
troller 114 (hereinafter referred to as a controller 301).
[0031] The controller 301 includes a control unit 201,
a GUI generation unit 202, a storage unit 203, a commu-
nication I/F 205, a display I/F 206, and a bus 207 for
connecting these components.
[0032] The communication I/F 205 is an interface for
communication with the medical device 302 such as the
recorder 115, the video processor 116, the endoscope
light source device 117, the insufflation device 118, the
electrical surgical device 119, etc.
[0033] The storage unit 203 is memory such as RAM
(random access memory), ROM (read only memory), etc.
for use in various processes, or a hard disk drive (HDD)
for storing a large volume of data.
[0034] The control unit 201 includes CPU, etc. for ex-
ecuting various processing programs stored in the stor-
age unit 203. The control unit 201 controls various de-
vices etc. configuring the controller 301, and controls the
communications with the medical devices 302.
[0035] The GUI generation unit 202 performs various

image processing based on the control by the control unit
201, and structures an operation screen for displaying
on a display unit 303 such as the central operation panel
device 113, the display panel devices 111 and 112, etc.
[0036] The display I/F 206 outputs the GUI image data
generated by the GUI generation unit 202 to the central
operation panel device 113 and the display panel devices
111 and 112, and receives an operation signal from the
central operation panel device 113 and the display panel
devices 111 and 112.
[0037] The medical device 302 is provided with a con-
trol unit 311, a storage unit 312, and a communication
I/F 313. The storage unit 312 is memory such as RAM
(random access memory), ROM (read only memory), etc.
for use in various processes, or a hard disk drive (HDD)
for storing a large volume of data. The storage unit 312
stores data relating to the GUI to be displayed by the
controller 301 on the display unit 303.
[0038] The control unit 311 includes a CPU etc. for
executing various processing programs stored in the
storage unit 312. The control unit 311 controls various
devices etc. configuring the medical device 302, and con-
trols the communications with the controller 301. The
communication I/F 313 is an interface for communication
with the controller 301.

<First Embodiment>

[0039] In the system environment described above,
the medical device 302 stores in advance the minimal
parameters required to draw image data to be displayed
on the display unit 303 are stored in the format of a small-
capacity text file etc. as GUI screen parameter informa-
tion according to the present embodiment. The controller
301 receives the GUI screen parameter information from
the medical device 302, draws image data to be displayed
on the display unit 303 according to the GUI screen pa-
rameter information, and displays the data on the display
unit 303. The present embodiment is described below in
detail.
[0040] FIG. 4A shows an example of operation screen
image data 401 according to the present embodiment.
FIGs. 4B through 4D show examples of parameters for
drawing image data of the parts configuring the operation
screen shown in FIG. 4A.
[0041] FIG. 4B shows the parameters for drawing
background image data 402. FIG. 4C shows the param-
eters for drawing set value display area image data 403.
FIG. 4D shows the parameters for drawing operation but-
ton image data 404. These image data can be represent-
ed by the parameters about "type", "shape", "position X
axis", "position Y axis", "width", "height", "line color", "line
thickness", and "paste color". These parameters are
stored in advance as GUI screen parameter information
in the format of a small-capacity text file etc. in the storage
unit 312 of the medical device 302.
[0042] FIG. 5 is an explanatory view of transmitting the
GUI screen parameter information from a medical device
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to the controller 301 according to the present embodi-
ment. When the medical device 302 is turned ON, the
control unit 311 immediately reads the GUI screen pa-
rameter information (text file) from the storage unit 312,
and transmits the information to the controller 301
through the communication I/F 313. The controller 301
receives the GUI screen parameter information through
the communication I/F 205. The control unit 201 transmits
the GUI screen parameter information to the GUI gener-
ation unit 202. The GUI generation unit 202 generates
GUI screen image according to the GUI screen param-
eter information. The generated GUI screen image is out-
put to the display unit 303 through the display I/F 206
and displayed on the display unit 303.
[0043] FIGs. 6A and 6B are flowcharts of configuring
a GUI based on the GUI screen parameter information
according to the present embodiment. As described
above, when the control unit 201 receives GUI screen
parameter information from the medical device 302, it
allows the GUI generation unit 202 to execute the flow.
The GUI generation unit 202 sequentially reads the pa-
rameters from the GUI screen parameter information and
analyzes them, generates image data corresponding to
the GUI screen parameter information, combines the im-
age data, and structures GUI screen image.
[0044] First, the GUI generation unit 202 reads a "type"
parameter from the GUI screen parameter information
(S1), and determines the shape of the graphics to be
drawn (S2). If the "shape" parameter refers to a "square",
the GUI generation unit 202 determines the graphics to
be drawn as a square (S3). It determines the graphics
as a circle if the parameter refers to a "circle" (S4).
[0045] Next, the GUI generation unit 202 reads the "po-
sition X axis" parameter and the "position Y axis" param-
eter (S5), and determines the position of the graphics to
be drawn on the display screen of the display unit 303
(S6). Next, the GUI generation unit 202 reads the "width"
parameter and the "height" parameter (S7), and deter-
mines the width and the height of the graphics to be drawn
(S8). Then, the GUI generation unit 202 reads the "line
color" parameter (S9), and determines the color of the
line of the graphics to be drawn (S10). Next, the GUI
generation unit 202 reads the "line thickness" parameter
(S11), and determines the thickness of the line of the
graphics to be drawn (S12). Then, the GUI generation
unit 202 reads the "paste color" parameter (S13), and
determines the paste color of the graphics to be drawn
(S14).
[0046] Next, the GUI generation unit 202 reads the
"type" parameter (S15), and determines the type of the
graphics to be drawn (S16). If the "type" parameter refers
to a "background", the GUI generation unit 202 allows
the graphics to be drawn to be displayed as-the back-
ground (S17). If the "type" parameter refers to a "set value
display area", the GUI generation unit 202 displays
graphics to be drawn, and superposes a corresponding
set value on the graphics (S18). If the "type" parameter
refers to a "set value change button", the GUI generation

unit 202 displays the graphics to be drawn as a button
that can be pressed, and changes a corresponding set
value when the button is pressed.
[0047] Thus, the medical control system includes the
medical device 302, a medical control apparatus (con-
troller 301) for controlling the medical device, and a dis-
play operation device (display unit 303) for controlling
the medical device.
[0048] The medical device includes a GUI setting in-
formation storage unit (storage unit 312), and a GUI set-
ting information transmission unit (communication I/F
313). The GUI setting information storage unit stores GUI
setting information (GUI screen parameter information)
as setting information relating to the design of the GUI
screen configuring the graphical user interface (GUI) for
control of the medical device. The GUI setting information
transmission unit transmits the GUI setting information
to the medical control apparatus.
[0049] The medical control apparatus includes a GUI
generation unit (GUI generation unit 202), and an output
unit (display I/F 206). The GUI generation unit generates
a GUI image according to the transmitted GUI setting
information. The output unit outputs the generated GUI
image to the display operation device.
[0050] The GUI setting information is text data (GUI
screen parameter information) for forming parts config-
uring the GUI screen and the information is generated
for each part. The GUI generation unit analyzes each
piece of received GUI setting information, generates an
image of the parts corresponding to each piece of GUI
setting information, combines the parts images, and
forms the GUI image.
[0051] With the above-mentioned configuration, the
volume of data to be transmitted from the medical device
302 to the controller 301 can be reduced.
[0052] With the present embodiment, a medical device
transmits GUI screen parameter information defined in
the text data format of [shape], [position], [width], [height],
[line color], [line thickness], [paste color], etc. of each
portion of the GUI to be displayed. A controller can struc-
ture a GUI screen according to the received GUI screen
parameter information. Thus, it is not necessary to store
image data in the medical device. In addition, the volume
of data can be reduced without affecting the comprehen-
sibility of the operation screen. Furthermore, by reducing
the volume of data to be transmitted, the communication
time can be shortened. Therefore, an operation can be
smoothly performed. Furthermore, a large-capacity
memory is not required for a medical device, thereby re-
ducing the entire cost.
[0053] In the present embodiment, graphics are drawn
according to the GUI screen parameter information, but
the present invention is not limited to this application. For
example, a controller holds in advance template informa-
tion about a plurality of graphics, and the size, position,
etc. of the graphics are adjusted according to the GUI
screen parameter information.
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<Second Embodiment>

[0054] In the present embodiment, the medical control
apparatus requests to transmit GUI screen data to a med-
ical device according to identification information trans-
mitted from the medical device after the GUI screen data
received from the medical device is associated with iden-
tification information and stored as described below.
Since the system environment of this embodiment is the
same as shown in Figs.2 and 3, its explanation is omitted
here.
[0055] FIG. 7 shows an example of a GUI screen data
identification table 500 according to an embodiment of
the present invention. The GUI screen data identification
table 500 is stored in the storage unit 203 of the controller
301. The GUI screen data identification table 500 is con-
figured by data items of, for example, a "model name"
501, a "version name" 502, a "GUI screen data" 503. The
"model name" 501 stores the model name of a medical
device. The "GUI screen data" 503 stores the GUI screen
data of the medical device corresponding to the "model
name" 501. The "version" 502 stores the version infor-
mation about the GUI screen data stored in the "GUI
screen data" 503.
[0056] The controller 301 associates the GUI screen
data received from the medical device 302 with identifi-
cation information (information as a combination of a
model name and a version name), and stores the data
in the GUI screen data identification table 500.
[0057] FIGS. 8A through 8C are explanatory views
showing the transmission of GUI screen parameter in-
formation from the medical device 302 to the controller
301 according to the present embodiment. Medical de-
vices 302a, 302b, and 302c store the "model name" as
identification information, the "version" of the GUI screen
data, and the GUI screen data corresponding to the iden-
tification information in the storage unit 312.
[0058] In FIG. 8A, the medical device 302a stores
"model name: AAA,-version 1.0, GUI screen data 1".
When the medical device 302a is turned on, the control
unit 311 reads the identification information D1 (model
name: AAA, version 1.0) from the storage unit 312, and
notifies the controller 301 of the information through the
communication I/F 313.
[0059] The controller 301 receives identification infor-
mation D1 through the communication I/F 205. The con-
trol unit 201 searches GUI screen data having matching
"model name" and "version" with the received identifica-
tion information D1 from the GUI screen data identifica-
tion table 500 in the storage unit 203. Since the GUI
screen data identification table 500 shown in FIG. 7 in-
cludes the "model name: AAA, version 1.0" matching the
identification information D1, the control unit 201 reads
the GUI screen data 1 corresponding to the "model name:
AAA, version 1.0", and transmits the data to the GUI gen-
eration unit 202. The GUI generation unit 202 generates
GUI screen image based on the GUI screen data 1. The
generated GUI screen image is output to the display unit

303 through the display I/F 206, and is displayed on the
display unit 303.
[0060] In FIG. 8B, the medical device 302b stores
"model name: BBB, version 2.0, GUI screen data 5".
When the 302b is turned on, the control unit 311 reads
the identification information D2 (model name: BBB, ver-
sion 2.0) from the storage unit 312, and notifies the con-
troller 301 of the information through the communication
I/F 313. The controller 301 receives the identification in-
formation D2 through the communication I/F 205. The
control unit 201 searches the GUI screen data of the
"model name" and "version" matching the notified iden-
tification information from the GUI screen data identifica-
tion table 500 in the storage unit 203. Since the GUI
screen data identification table 500 shown in FIG. 7 in-
cludes the "model name: BBB, version 2.0" matching the
identification information D1, the control unit 201 reads
the GUI screen data 5 corresponding to the "model name:
BBB, version 2.0", and transmits the data to the GUI gen-
eration unit 202. The GUI generation unit 202 generates
the GUI screen image based on the GUI screen data 5.
The generated GUI screen image is output to the display
unit 303 through the display I/F 206, and displayed on
the display unit 303.
[0061] In FIG. 8C, the medical device 302c stores
"model name: BBB, version 2.5, GUI screen data 6".
When the medical device 302c is turned on, the control
unit 311 reads the identification information D3 (model
name: BBB, version 2. 5) from the storage unit 312, and
notifies the controller 301 of the information through the
communication I/F 313. The controller 301 receives the
identification information D3 through the communication
I/F 205. The control unit 201 searches the GUI screen
data of the "model name" and the "version" matching the
notified identification information D3 from the GUI screen
data identification table 500 in the storage unit 203. The
GUI screen data identification table 500 shown in FIG. 7
does not include the GUI screen data of the "model name:
BBB, version 2.5". In this case, the controller 301 re-
quests the medical device 302c to transmit the GUI
screen data corresponding to the identification informa-
tion D3.
[0062] Upon receipt of the transmission request, the
medical device 302c transmits GUI screen data 6 corre-
sponding to the identification information D3 to the con-
troller 301. The control unit 201 receives-the GUI screen
data 6, associates the GUI screen data 6 with the iden-
tification information D3, and stores the data in the GUI
screen data identification table 500. Then, the control
unit 201 transmits the GUI screen data 6 to the GUI gen-
eration unit 202. The GUI generation unit 202 generates
GUI screen image based on the GUI screen data 6. The
generated GUI screen image is output to the display unit
303 through the display I/F 206 and displayed on the
display unit 303.
[0063] Thus, when the controller 301 holds the GUI
screen data corresponding to the identification informa-
tion matching the received identification information
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(model name and version name), the GUI screen data is
not transmitted from the medical device 302 to the con-
troller 301. Therefore, a communication load can be sup-
pressed.
[0064] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of the operation of the con-
troller 301 and the medical device 302 according to the
present embodiment. The medical device 302 stores
"model name: XXX, version; version NN, GUI screen data
n". When the medical device 302 is turned on, it transmits
the "model name: XXX, version NN" as identification in-
formation D to the controller 301 (S21). Upon receipt of
the identification information D (YES in S22), the control-
ler 301 searches the GUI screen data identification table
500 in the storage unit 203, and determines whether or
not it includes the GUI screen data corresponding to the
model name and version name of the identification infor-
mation D (S23). When it stores the GUI screen data cor-
responding to the model name and the version name of
the identification information D (YES in S23), the control-
ler 301 structures the GUI using the GUI screen data,
and displays it on the display unit 303 (S29).
[0065] If the table does not store the GUI screen data
corresponding to the model name and the version name
of the identification information D (NO in S23), then the
controller 301 requests the medical device 302 to trans-
mit the GUI screen data corresponding to the identifica-
tion information D (S24).
[0066] When the medical device 302 receives the
transmission request (YES in S25), it transmits the GUI
screen data corresponding to the identification informa-
tion D (S26).
[0067] The controller 301 receives the GUI screen data
(YES in S27), it associates the received GUI screen data
6 with the identification information D and stores the data
in the GUI screen data identification table 500 (S28). Fur-
thermore, the controller 301 structures a GUI using the
GUI screen data, and displays it on the display unit 303
(S29).
[0068] Thus, the medical device 302 has the function
of transmitting identification information (model name,
version, etc.) to the controller 301. When the controller
301 receives identification information from the medical
device 302, it confirms whether or not the GUI screen
data identification table 500 includes the GUI screen data
corresponding to the identification information. When the
table includes the GUI screen data corresponding to the
identification information, the controller 301 structures a
GUI screen using the GUI screen data. If the table does
not include the GUI screen data corresponding to the
identification information, then the controller 301 re-
quests the medical device 302 to transmit GUI screen
data. The controller associates the GUI screen data re-
ceived from the medical device with identification infor-
mation, and stores the data in the GUI screen data iden-
tification table 500.
[0069] Thus, the medical control system according to
the present embodiment includes the medical device
302, a medical control apparatus (controller 301) for con-

trolling the medical device, and a display operation de-
vice (display unit 303) for controlling the medical device.
[0070] The medical device has a GUI image data stor-
age unit and transmission unit. The GUI image data stor-
age unit (storage unit 312) stores a graphical user inter-
face (GUI) image data to be displayed on the display
operation device, and identification information for iden-
tification of the GUI screen data. The transmission unit
(communication I/F 313) transmits the identification in-
formation. The identification information includes the
model name of the medical device and version informa-
tion about the GUI image data.
[0071] The medical control apparatus includes a GUI
image data identification storage unit, a determination
unit, a GUI generation unit, and an output unit. The GUI
image data identification storage unit (storage unit 203)
stores the identification information, and the GUI image
data corresponding to the identification information. The
determination unit (control unit 201) determines whether
or not identification information matching the identifica-
tion information transmitted from the medical device is
stored in the GUI image data identification storage unit.
If it is determined that the identification information
matching the received identification information is stored
in the GUI image data identification storage unit, then the
GUI generation unit (GUI generation unit 202) generates
a GUI image based on the GUI image data corresponding
to the identification information. The output unit (display
I/F 206) outputs the generated GUI image to the display
operation device.
[0072] With the above-mentioned configuration, since
data transmission is not performed for the GUI image
data already stored in the controller 301, the communi-
cation load and the processing time required to display
data can be reduced.
[0073] Furthermore, if the identification information
matching the received identification information is not
stored in the storage unit, then the determination unit
requests the medical device to transmit the GUI image
data corresponding to the identification information. The
GUI image data storage unit associates the GUI data
transmitted from the medical device at the request with
the identification information and stores the data. The
GUI generation unit generates GUI image based on the
GUI image data transmitted from the medical device at
the request.
[0074] With the above-mentioned configuration, only
the GUI image data not held by the controller 301 is trans-
mitted, an average communication load and the process-
ing time required for display can be reduced.
[0075] According to the present embodiment, even
when a plurality of medical devices 302 are simultane-
ously turned on, GUI screen data is not transmitted to
any medical devices 302 except the first connected med-
ical device 302. Therefore, the amount of data received
and processed by the controller 301 can be reduced,
thereby avoiding a heavy load on the CPU (central
processing unit). Since the communication time and the
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processing time can be shortened, an operation can be
smoothly performed. Furthermore, the controller 301 re-
quires no high-performance communication module or
CPU, thereby suppressing the cost of the controller 301.
[0076] In the present embodiment, image data is used
as GUI screen data. However, the present invention is
not limited to this application. That is, for example, the
GUI screen parameter information according to the first
embodiment can be used.

<Third Embodiment>

[0077] Described below according to the present em-
bodiment is the medical control apparatus for first dis-
playing the GUI data having a small amount of data and
relating to a more frequently used function on the GUI
screen, and displaying after a lapse of a predetermined
time the GUI data having a large amount of data and
relating to a less frequently used function on the GUI
screen. Since the system environment of the present em-
bodiment is similar to those shown in FIGs. 2 and 3, the
detailed explanation is omitted here.
[0078] Conventionally, a medical device has collec-
tively transmitted image data of all screens of the GUI
for all functions. Therefore, the controller cannot display
the operation screen of the medical device or perform
any operation before receiving all data.
[0079] FIG. 10 is an explanatory view of the flow until
the GUI screen data transmitted from a conventional
medical device to a controller is displayed on the display
unit. In FIG. 10, it takes 20 seconds for the medical device
302 to completely transmit the GUI screen data. After
completely receiving the GUI image data after the lapse
of the 20 seconds, the controller generates GUI image
based on the GUI image data. The generated GUI screen
image 601 is output to the display unit 303, and displayed
on the display unit 303. Thus, the operation of the display
unit 303 can be performed.
[0080] FIG. 11 is an explanatory view of the flow until
the GUI screen data transmitted from the medical device
to the controller according to the present embodiment is
displayed on the display unit. The medical device 302
separately stores in advance in the storage unit 312 the
GUI main function screen data (in small data quantity)
with which only more frequently used functions can be
operated, and the GUI detailed function screen data (in
large data quantity) with which less frequently used func-
tions can be operated.
[0081] When the medical device 302 is turned on, the
control unit 311 of the medical device 302 sequentially
transmits the GUI main function screen data and the GUI
detailed function screen data to the controller 301. As-
sume that it respectively takes, for example, 6 seconds
and 14 seconds to transmit the GUI main function screen
data and the GUI detailed function screen data.
[0082] The controller 301 receives the GUI main func-
tion screen data-and the GUI detailed function screen
data through the communication I/F 205. When the con-

trol unit 201 completes receiving the GUI main function
screen data, it transmits the GUI main function screen
data to the GUI generation unit 202. The GUI generation
unit 202 generates a main function operation screen im-
age 701 based on the GUI screen data 1 without waiting
for the completion of the reception of the GUI detailed
function screen data. The generated main function op-
eration screen image 701 is output through the display
I/F 206, and displayed on the display unit 303. Thus, only
the main function of the medical device can be controlled
using the display unit 303.
[0083] Then, after the control unit 201 completes the
reception of the GUI detailed function screen data, it
transmits the GUI main function screen data to the GUI
generation unit 202. The GUI generation unit 202 gen-
erates a detailed function operation screen image based
on the GUI screen data 1, and adds the image to the
main function operation screen image 701, thereby struc-
turing a detailed function operation screen image 702.
The detailed function operation screen image 702 is out-
put to the display unit 303 through the display I/F 206,
and displayed on the display unit 303. Thus, all functions
of the medical device can be used through the display
unit 303.
[0084] Then, the functions more frequently used in an
operation (white balance, freeze, brightness, etc.) can
be operated in a short period after the medical device
302 is turned on, thereby proceeding with a smooth op-
eration.
[0085] FIG. 12 shows an operation flowchart of the
controller 301 and the medical device 302 according to
the present embodiment. The medical device 302 trans-
mits the GUI main function screen data to the controller
301 when it is turned on (S31).
[0086] When the controller 301 receives the GUI main
function screen data (YES in S32), it structures an oper-
ation screen on which main functions can be operated
using the GUI main function screen data, and displays it
on the display unit 303 (S33).
[0087] Furthermore, the medical device 302 transmits
the GUI detailed function screen data to the controller
301 (S34). When the controller 301 receives the GUI de-
tailed function screen data (YES in S35), it structures an
operation screen on which a detailed function can be
operated using the GUI detailed function screen data,
and displays the screen on the display unit 303 (S36).
[0088] Thus, the medical device 302 has GUI main
function screen data (in small data quantity) and GUI
detailed function screen data (in large data quantity), and
sequentially transmits them to the controller 301. When
the controller 301 receives the GUI main function screen
data, it structures a main function operation screen.
When the controller 301 receives the GUI detailed func-
tion screen data, it structures a detailed function opera-
tion screen. When the main function operation screen is
displayed, the main function operation screen can be op-
erated even while the controller 301 is receiving the GUI
detailed function screen data.
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[0089] As described above, the medical control system
includes the medical device 302, a medical control ap-
paratus (controller 301) for controlling the medical de-
vice, and a display operation device (display unit 303).
[0090] The medical device includes a storage unit and
a transmission unit. The storage unit stores first GUI
screen data relating to a predetermined function in the
GUI screen data configuring the graphical user interface
(GUI) for controlling the medical device, and second GUI
screen data (GUI detailed function screen data) as GUI
screen data other than the first GUI screen data. The
transmission unit sequentially transmits the first GUI
screen data and the second GUI screen data. The first
GUI screen data is the GUI screen data (GUI main func-
tion screen data) relating to the main function of the med-
ical device. The second GUI screen data is GUI screen
data (GUI detailed function screen data) relating to the
detailed function of the medical device.
[0091] The medical control apparatus includes a re-
ception unit (communication I/F 205), a GUI generation
unit (GUI generation unit 202), and an output unit (display
I/F 206). The reception unit sequentially receives the first
GUI screen data and the second GUI screen data. The
GUI generation unit generates a GUI screen image
based on the received GUI screen data. The output unit
outputs the GUI screen image to the display operation
unit.
[0092] The GUI generation unit generates a first GUI
screen image based on the first GUI screen data after
the completion of the reception of the first GUI screen
data, displays the image on the display operation unit,
and generates a second GUI screen image based on the
first GUI screen data and the second GUI screen data
after the completion of the reception of the second GUI
screen data, thereby displaying the image on the display
operation unit.
[0093] With the above-mentioned configuration, the
medical device can be operated from the time when the
main function screen is displayed after the GUI main func-
tion screen data in a small data quantity is completely
received.
[0094] According to the present embodiment, although
a plurality of medical devices are simultaneously turned
on, a medical device can be operated when the main
function screen is displayed after the GUI main function
screen data in a small data quantity is completely re-
ceived. Therefore, the time taken to become possible to
control the main function of a medical device is short,
and a smooth operation can be continued.
[0095] The third embodiment can be applied to the first
embodiment. That is, the GUI screen parameter informa-
tion about the screen component of a main function can
be used as GUI main function screen data, and the GUI
screen parameter information about the screen compo-
nent of a detailed function can be used as GUI detailed
function screen data.

Claims

1. A medical control system having a medical device
(302), a medical control apparatus (301) for control-
ling the medical device, and a display operation de-
vice (303) for controlling the medical device, where-
in:

the medical device comprises:

a storage unit (312) adapted to store first
GUI screen data, and second GUI screen
data other than the first GUI screen data;
a transmission unit (313, S31, S34) adapted
to sequentially transmit the first GUI screen
data and the second GUI screen data; and
the medical control apparatus (301) in-
cludes:

a reception unit (205, S33, S35) adapt-
ed to sequentially receive the first GUI
screen data and the second GUI screen
data;
a GUI generation unit (202, S33, S36)
adapted to generate GUI screen image
based on the received GUI screen data;
and
an output unit (206) adapted to output
the GUI screen image to the display op-
eration unit, and characterized in that
after completely receiving the first GUI
screen data, the GUI generation unit
(202) generates the first GUI screen im-
age based on the first GUI screen data
(S33), displays the image on the dis-
play operation unit, and after complete-
ly receiving the second GUI screen da-
ta, the second GUI screen image is
generated based on the first GUI
screen data and the second GUI screen
data (S36), and displayed on the dis-
play operation unit; and that

wherein
the first GUI screen data (701) relates to a predeter-
mined function in GUI image data configuring a
graphical user interface (GUI) for controlling the
medical device and to a main function of the medical
device, and the second GUI screen data (702) re-
lates to a detailed function of the medical device.

2. A medical control apparatus (301), comprising:

a reception unit (205, S32, S35) adapted to se-
quentially receive first GUI screen data relating
to a predetermined function in GUI image data
configuring a graphical user interface (GUI) for
controlling a medical device (302), and second
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GUI screen data other than the first GUI screen
data;
a GUI generation unit (202, S33, S36) adapted
to generate a GUI screen image based on the
received GUI screen data; and
an output unit (206) adapted to output the GUI
screen image to a display operation unit (303),
characterized in that
the GUI generation unit (202) generates a first
GUI screen image based on the first GUI screen
data after completion of reception of the first GUI
screen data (S33), and displays the image on
the display operation unit, and generates a sec-
ond GUI screen image based on the first GUI
screen data and the second GUI screen data
after completion of reception of the second GUI
screen data (S36), and displays the image on
the display operation unit, wherein
the first GUI screen data is GUI screen data
(701) relating to a main function of the medical
device, and the second GUI screen data is GUI
screen data (702) relating to a detailed function
of the medical device.

Patentansprüche

1. Medizinisches Steuerungssystem mit einer medizi-
nischen Vorrichtung (302), einer medizinischen
Steuervorrichtung (301) zum Steuern der medizini-
schen Vorrichtung und einer Anzeigebetätigungs-
vorrichtung (303) zum Steuern der medizinischen
Vorrichtung, wobei die medizinische Vorrichtung
aufweist:

eine Speichereinheit (312), die erste Grafische-
Benutzeroberflächen (GUI)-Bildschirmdaten
und zweiten GUI-Bildschirmdaten, die sich von
den ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten unterscheiden,
zu speichern vermag;
eine Übertragungseinheit (313, S31, S34), wel-
che die ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten und die
zweiten GUI-Bildschirmdaten sequenziell zu
übertragen vermag, und wobei die medizinische
Steuervorrichtung (301) aufweist:

eine Empfangseinheit (205, S33, S36), wel-
che die ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten und die
zweiten GUI-Bildschirmdaten sequenziell
zu empfangen vermag;
eine GUI-Erzeugungseinheit (202, S33,
S36), welche basierend auf den empfange-
nen GUI-Bildschirmdaten GUI-Bildschirm-
inhalte zu erzeugen vermag; und
eine Ausgabeeinheit (206), welche die GUI-
Bildschirminhalte an die Anzeigebetäti-
gungseinheit auszugeben vermag, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass

nach dem vollständigen Empfang der er-
sten GUI-Bildschirmdaten, die GUI-Erzeu-
gungseinheit (202) den ersten GUI-Bild-
schirminhalt basierend auf den ersten GUI-
Bildschirmdaten (S33) erzeugt und den In-
halt auf der Anzeigebetätigungseinheit an-
zeigt, wobei nach dem vollständigen Emp-
fang der zweiten GUI-Bildschirmdaten, der
zweite GUI-Bildschirminhalt basierend auf
den ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten und den
zweiten GUI-Bildschirmdaten (S36) er-
zeugt und auf der Anzeigebetätigungsein-
heit angezeigt wird; und dass
die ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten (701) mit
einer vorbestimmten Funktion in GUI-Bild-
daten, die eine GUI zum Steuern der medi-
zinischen Vorrichtung konfigurieren, und ei-
ner Hauptfunktion der medizinischen Vor-
richtung in Beziehung stehen, und die zwei-
ten GUI-Bildschirmdaten (702) mit einer de-
taillierten Funktion der medizinischen Vor-
richtung in Beziehung stehen.

2. Medizinische Steuervorrichtung (301), aufweisend:

eine Empfangseinheit (205, S32, S35), welche
erste GUI-Bildschirmdaten, die mit einer vorbe-
stimmten Funktion in GUI-Bilddaten, welche ei-
ne grafische Benutzeroberfläche (GUI) zum
Steuern einer medizinischen Vorrichtung (302)
konfigurieren, in Beziehung stehen, und zweite
GUI-Bildschirmdaten, die sich von den ersten
GUI Bildschirmdaten unterscheiden, sequenzi-
ell zu empfangen vermag;
eine GUI-Erzeugungseinheit (202, S32, S36),
welche einen GUI-Bildschirminhalt basierend
auf den empfangenen GUI-Bildschirmdaten zu
erzeugen vermag; und
eine Ausgabeeinheit (206), welche den GUI-
Bildschirminhalt an eine Anzeigebetätigungs-
einheit (303) auszugeben vermag, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
die GUI-Erzeugungseinheit (202) basierend auf
den ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten nach dem voll-
ständigen Empfang der ersten GUI-Bildschirm-
daten einen ersten GUI-Bildschirminhalt er-
zeugt und den Inhalt auf der Anzeigebetäti-
gungseinheit anzeigt, und basierend auf den er-
sten GUI-Bildschirmdaten und den zweiten GUI-
Bildschirmdaten nach dem vollständigen Emp-
fang der zweiten GUI-Bildschirmdaten (S36) ei-
nen zweiten GUI-Bildschirminhalt erzeugt und
den Inhalt auf der Anzeigebetätigungseinheit
anzeigt, und wobei
die ersten GUI-Bildschirmdaten GUI-Bild-
schirmdaten (701) sind, die mit einer Hauptfunk-
tion der medizinischen Vorrichtung in Bezie-
hung stehen, und die zweiten GUI-Bildschirm-
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daten GUI-Bildschirmdaten (702) sind, die mit
einer detaillierten Funktion der medizinischen
Vorrichtung in Beziehung stehen.

Revendications

1. Système médical de commande ayant un dispositif
médical (302), un appareil médical de commande
(301) pour commander le dispositif médical, et un
dispositif opérationnel d’affichage (303) pour com-
mander le dispositif médical, dans lequel :

le dispositif médical comprend :

une unité de stockage (312) adaptée à stoc-
ker des premières données d’écran d’IUG,
et des deuxièmes données d’écran d’IUG
différentes des premières données d’écran
d’IUG ;
une unité de transmission (313, S31, S34)
adaptée à transmettre séquentiellement les
premières données d’écran d’IUG et les
deuxièmes données d’écran d’IUG ; et
l’appareil médical de commande (301)
inclut :

une unité de réception (205, S33, S35)
adaptée à recevoir séquentiellement
les premières données d’écran d’IUG
et les deuxièmes données d’écran
d’IUG ;
une unité de génération d’IUG (202,
S33, S36) adaptée à générer une ima-
ge d’écran d’IUG sur la base des don-
nées d’écran d’IUG reçues ; et
une unité de sortie (206) adaptée à dé-
livrer en sortie l’image d’écran d’IUG
vers l’unité opérationnelle d’affichage,
et caractérisé en ce que
après réception complète des premiè-
res données d’écran d’IUG, l’unité de
génération d’IUG (202) génère la pre-
mière image d’écran d’IUG sur la base
des premières données d’écran d’IUG
(S33), affiche l’image sur l’unité opéra-
tionnelle d’affichage, et après réception
complète des deuxièmes données
d’écran d’IUG, la deuxième image
d’écran d’IUG est générée sur la base
des premières données d’écran d’IUG
et des deuxièmes données d’écran
d’IUG (S36), et affichée sur l’unité opé-
rationnelle d’affichage, et en ce que
les premières données d’écran d’IUG
(701) se rapportent à une fonction pré-
déterminée dans des données d’image
d’IUG configurant une interface utilisa-

teur graphique (IUG) pour commander
le dispositif médical et à une fonction
principale du dispositif médical, et les
deuxièmes données d’écran d’IUG
(702) se rapportent à une fonction dé-
taillée du dispositif médical.

2. Appareil médical de commande (301), comprenant :

une unité de réception (205, S32, S35) adaptée
à recevoir séquentiellement des premières don-
nées d’écran d’IUG se rapportant à une fonction
prédéterminée dans des données d’image
d’IUG configurant une interface utilisateur gra-
phique (IUG) pour commander un dispositif mé-
dical (302), et des deuxièmes données d’écran
d’IUG différentes des premières données
d’écran d’IUG ;
une unité de génération d’IUG (202, S33, S36)
adaptée à générer une image d’écran d’IUG sur
la base des données d’écran d’IUG reçues ; et
une unité de sortie (206) adaptée à délivrer en
sortie l’image d’écran d’IUG vers une unité opé-
rationnelle d’affichage (303), caractérisé en ce
que
l’unité de génération d’IUG (202) génère une
première image d’écran d’IUG sur la base des
premières données d’écran d’IUG après récep-
tion complète des premières données d’écran
d’IUG (S33), et affiche l’image sur l’unité opéra-
tionnelle d’affichage, et génère une deuxième
image d’écran d’IUG sur la base des premières
données d’écran d’IUG et des deuxièmes don-
nées d’écran d’IUG après réception complète
des deuxièmes données d’écran d’IUG (S36),
et affiche l’image sur l’unité opérationnelle d’af-
fichage, dans lequel
les premières données d’écran d’IUG sont des
données d’écran d’IUG (701) se rapportant à
une fonction principale du dispositif médical, et
les deuxièmes données d’écran d’IUG sont des
données d’écran d’IUG (702) se rapportant à
une fonction détaillée du dispositif médical.
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